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Abstract 

To advance python programming knowledge of students, Python Programming Learning Assistant System 

(PYPLAS) is elaborated. Currently, PYPLAS included the element fill-in-blank problem and error debugging 

problem to improve the student’s python programming skill. Then, students learn python testing techniques such 

as unit test (PYUNIT), PYTEST and coverage, etc. In this paper, PYPLAS provides the code writing problem so 

that students can learn the python code testing and write the python code according to test code. So, code 

writing problem is generated by using Test Driven Development (TDD) method. Teacher gives the test code to 

students. Students answer the program code according to test code by using unit test (PYUNIT). Teacher checks 

the answer code according to coverage in TDD method. For evaluations, 100 codes are provided to accurate the 

code testing and coverage approach in TDD method. 11 problems are generated and asked 5 learners from 

training center and universities to solve them in offline PYPLAS. Their results are checked by using coverage 

approach to display their correct rate. The results show the code writing problem is helpful to test the student’s 

coding quality. 

Keywords: PYPLAS; fill-in-blank problem; error debugging problem; unit test; coverage; PYUNIT; TDD; code 

writing problem. 

1. Introduction 

Software bugs can cause problems in business, social workplace, and network communications. It is important 

for software companies to make sure there are no software bugs. So, software testing must be done carefully 

when writing software. By doing software testing, you need to make sure that the software requirements are met 

and that the software is secure[1,2]. Nowadays, python programming is one of the most widely used software 

for business, societies, artificial intelligence, web development and game and research fields. Currently, 

universities teach python programming to support research fields [3,4].  
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To improve student’s programming skill, Python Programming Learning Assistant System (PYPLAS) is 

developed. Currently, PYPLAS provides, element fill-in-blank problem, error debugging problem [5,6]. In most 

universities over the world, besides the programming languages, the teachers also teach program testing 

techniques to improve the testing of the software quality. Then, they teach the unit test and PYTEST that is the 

basic testing of python testing. Students carefully study python testing techniques to improve their programming 

testing knowledge [7, 8, 9]. In PYPLAS, a code writing problem is created that aided for the learning of python 

testing techniques as our contribution. The code writing problem uses unit test, PYTEST and coverage 

techniques to enhance the coding testing knowledge by using test-driven development (TDD) method. In code 

writing problem, the teachers provide test code questions to students via USB. The students look at test code 

questions, write the source code, and check with PYTEST until the source code is correct. The students provide 

the source code answer files to the teacher. The teacher checks the student’s answers code with TDD method 

that includes testing the correctness and coverage of source code. For correctness, 100 test code questions were 

extracted from 11 different types of python programming and the 100 answer codes were testing using the 

coverage technique in TDD method. For evaluations, the five learners from training center and universities 

answer the 11 problems. The average coverage rate is 82% of all problems and the standard deviation is 0.15 of 

all problems by answering 5 learners. The main purpose of this research is to generate the code writing problem 

by using test driving development method (TDD) and to support the student programming skill in Myanmar. 

2. Methodology 

In this section, the methodology is described such as test driven development, unit test, pytest, coverage method. 

These methods are used to generate the code writing problem in python programming learning assistant system 

(PYPLAS). 

2.1. Test Driven Development Method 

The test driven development method is used to generate the code writing problem in PYPLAS. By using TDD 

method, the test code is written to check the source code requirements. TDD method repeatedly checks the 

source code and implements the source code to obtain the reliability source code during its development [10, 

11]. The basic cycle in the TDD method is as follows: 

 To write the test code to check each function in a source code according to require specifications. 

 To write the source code according to the test code 

 To repeat modifications of the source code until it success each function of test code. The following Figure 1 

shows these steps of TDD method. 

2.2. Unit Test Method  

In code writing problem, unit test (PYTEST) is used as a python unit testing framework to support the TDD 

method. Unit test performs test automation, sharing or setup and shutdown code for tests, aggregation of tests 

into collections, and independence of the tests from the reporting framework. In unit test, a test is firstly written 
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the import the unit test module. Then, a test is created a test case by sub classing ‘unittest.TestCase’. Then the 

name of the method must start with ‘test’. There are many types of asserts so that a test calls assert functions of 

TestCase class [8, 12, 13]. This paper uses the ‘assertEqual’ and other asserts method to compare the execution 

result of the source code.  

 

Figure 1: test driven development process. 

2.3. Test Code Generation 

A test code is written using libraries in PYUNIT (unit test). In test code, we describe how to write an answer 

source code [14, 15]. Then, the following Figure 2 shows the example of test code 1 for the code writing 

problem.  

 

Figure 2: test code 1. 
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2.4. Pytest Method 

In code writing problem, students could test their answer source code and the teacher could test to check the 

answer code by using PYTEST to execute their code. PYTEST is a command line utility. PYTEST helps 

automate run and debug student’s code. PYTEST has integration with Python’s built-in debug tool, PDB [12, 

16, 17]. PYTEST provides many features as part of its ability to execute student’s code. PYTEST displays the 

testing time and error of source code. 

2.5. Coverage Method 

In code writing problem, teachers use coverage of TDD method to execute the student’s source code. The 

coverage method has three parts of execution source code. Firstly, teachers run the test code by using coverage 

method to execute the student’s code. Then, teachers write the command ‘coverage report-m’ to display the 

output such as the statement, miss line of code, and percentage of coverage [9, 18, 19]. Finally, teachers write 

again the command line ‘coverage HTML’ to see the HTML page of student’s source code results. The 

coverage method displays the executing time, miss line of code, total statements and percentage of coverage. 

3. Code Writing Problem Generation In Pyplas 

The purpose of the code writing problem in PYPLAS is developed to help the student for code writing and 

understand software testing. Python programming uses unit test in TDD method which is the basic software 

testing technique. So, the unit test is used to teach the student for understanding code testing technique in 

universities [16, 20, 21]. In offline PYPLAS, teachers wrote the test code questions by using unit test. In teacher 

view of offline PYPLAS, the teachers can check their test code questions to ask the students. In offline 

PYPLAS, the code writing problem generation view displays in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: code writing problem in offline PYPLAS. 
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The test code questions are corrected to give the students to test their code testing techniques. Then, the following 

test code 2 in Figure 4 shows the question of code writing problem.  

 

Figure 4: test code 2. 

The class name ‘TestDictionary1’ in the test code 2 describes the class name dictionary1 in the source code 2. 

The method name ‘testoutput’ in the test code describes the ‘output’ method in source code. The name in the 

test code is related to the name in the source code. In test code 2, the ‘assertDictEqual’ method is used to 

compare the two dictionaries. Then, the source code 2 is shown in following Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: source code 2. 

In the source code 2, the class name is ‘dictionary1’ according to test code. Then, the method name is defined 

‘output’ according to test code method name ‘testoutput’. This method returns the dictionary and displays the 

result. For example, the students answer the source code 2 according to the test code 2 questions. Students need 

to understand the test code written in unit test. Students must rewrite the source code based on the test code 

questions written in the unit test. When students check the source code using PYTEST, they have to rewrite it 

repeatedly until it is correct. Students give answer codes to the teacher via USB stick. Firstly, the teachers use 

the offline PYPLAS to check the student answer by using PYTEST. The following Figure 6 shows the testing 

result between test code 2 and source code 2 by using PYTEST. 
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Figure 6: testing result of test code 2 and source code 2. 

Teachers use the coverage technique in TDD method to check the student’s answer code. When teachers check 

the answer code using the coverage method, she will see the wrong line in red and the correct percentage in 

HTML page. The following Figure 7 shows the results of student’s source code. 

 

Figure 7: coverage testing results of the student’s answer code. 

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1. Analysis of Code Writing Problem 

The analysis of code writing problem is described. For evaluation, 100 test codes are generated and analysis this 

test code by PYUNIT. Firstly, teacher generated the 100 test codes and checked this code by using unit test. 

Then, teacher checked these codes correctness by answering these questions before delivering to the students.  

Table 1 shows the analysis of 100 answer codes according to the 100 test codes in 10 categories. It shows the 

executing times, line of statements, missing lines, percentage of coverage of each answer code. The average 

number of coverage rate is 100% so that the total number of missing statements is 0. If the average coverage rate 

is 44.4%, the number of missing statements is 125. For average number of 100 answers code, average coverage 

is 72.98% and the missing statements is 4.36%. The standard deviation of coverage in the 10 category is 0.076. 

It is found that all test codes are working and testing the answer codes of the teacher correctly. The test code is 

used for testing the student programming skill because of the missing statements is less than 5%. This test code 

questions is used to test the students who are correctly answered these questions. 
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Table 1: Analysis of 100 codes. 

Category No Total Number of 

statements 

Total number of 

missing 

statements 

Average 

 Coverage 

Standard deviation 

of coverage rate 

Operator 10 94 125 44.4% 0.071 

String 10 120 41 65.4% 0.04 

Decision 10 173 42 75.7% 0.02 

Dictionary 10 140 36 76.1% 0.13 

List 10 138 48 64.8% 0.05 

Tuple 10 86 0 100% 0 

Math 10 129 42 67.2% 0.07 

Class and obj 10 144 38 73.2% 0.16 

File 10 133 21 86.6% 0.25 

Try/Catch/Exceptio

n 

10 162 43 76.4% 0.14 

Average number of 100 answer 

code 

13.19% 4.36% 72.98%  

Standard deviation of coverage in the10 category 0.076 

4.2. Analysis of Solution Performance 

To evaluate performance of students, 11 test codes are chosen from 100 test codes. 5 learners are asked in 

university and they answered the 11 test codes of code writing problems. Then, answer codes of 5 learners are 

tested with the PYTEST and coverage in TDD method as evaluation. T1 is for testing the student’s code which is 

correct or not by using PYTEST. T2 is the testing for the coverage of student’s code in Table 2. This table shows 

the average correct rate of each learner and Learner 1 have more correct rate than other learners. Learner 4 and 

Learner 5 have the correct rate less than other learners. So, they must mostly study the python testing techniques. 

Table 2: Average correct rate of each learner. 

Number  of 

problem 

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 

 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 

Problem1 pass 100% pass 56% pass 78% pass 57% pass 56% 

Problem2 pass 100% pass 100% pass 58% pass 55% pass 55% 

Problem3 pass 100% pass 100% pass 69% pass 80% pass 80% 

Problem4 pass 100% pass 100% pass 100% pass 67% pass 67% 

Problem5 pass 100% pass 100% pass 100% pass 79% pass 79% 

Problem6 pass 100% pass 69% pass 100% pass 71% pass 64% 

Problem7 pass 100% pass 70% pass 100% pass 70% pass 70% 

Problem8 pass 100% pass 57% pass 100% pass 57% pass 57% 

Problem9 pass 100% pass 100% pass 100% pass 67% pass 67% 

Problem10 pass 100% pass 100% pass 100% pass 72% pass 72% 

Problem11 pass 100% pass 100% pass 100% pass 67% pass 67% 

Average correct rate 100%  87%  91%  67%  67% 
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The performance for each learner is as shown in Table 3. The teacher checks the answer codes of L2 learner is 

9.844s as long time and the answer codes of L1 learner has 0.93 as short time. L1 learner has 101 statements, 

zero missing statement, 100% average coverage rate and 0.93s run time for 11 answer code because of L1 has 

more knowledge of python programming and writing coding skill. L5 learner has 122 statements, 39 missing 

statements, 66.72% average coverage rate and 3.4s run time for 11 answer codes because of L5 has low level of 

python programming knowledge and writing skill. So, L5 learner has more learning the python programming. In 

Table 3, the average coverage rate of 5 learners is 82%. The standard deviation of 5 learners with coverage rate 

is 0.15.  

Table 3: Solution performance of learner 

Learner 

id 

Statements 

of 11 

answer 

code 

Missing 

statements 

of 11 

answer 

code 

Average 

coverage 

rate 

Run time 

for 

answering 

each 

learner 

L1 101 0 100% 0.39s 

L2 117 14 87% 9.844s 

L3 108 13 91% 0.39s 

L4 123 35 67% 0.43s 

L5 122 39 67% 3.4s 

Average  82%  

Standard deviation 0.15  

The average coverage rate of each learner is shown in Figure 8. This figure shows the Learner 1 is more correct 

rate and Learner 5 is the less correct rate than other learners.  

 

Figure 8: The average correct rate of learners. 

After the answering, we asked the 5 learners to reply their suggestion and thinking for code writing problem in 

python programming education according to the five questions in Table 4.  

Table 4: Questions for questionnaire. 

No Question 

Q1 Do you think this system is easy? 

Q2 Do you think this system is supported to check the program functions? 

Q3 Do you think the test code is easy to understand as the assignment? 

Q4 Do you think the answering time is long? 

Q5 Do you think this system is helpful in understanding python testing? 
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Learners replied to the five questions in Table 5. For Q1, L1, L2, L3 learners suggested that this code writing 

problem is moderate for students because of the test code is not easy to understand. L4 and L5 learners are hard to 

understand these questions for answering the students. So, the easy questions of code must be written to ask the 

students. Then, their suggestions give this problem which is useful for student to learn python testing techniques. 

In future, modification of this problem is to ask the students. 

Table 5: Questionnaire results with each learner. 

ID Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 

L1 moderate useful easy short helpful 

L2 moderate useful easy long helpful 

L3 moderate useful easy long helpful 

L4 hard useful easy long helpful 

L5 hard useful easy long helpful 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a code writing problem in Python Programming Learning Assistant System 

(PYPLAS). We produced the code writing problem by using the test-driven development (TDD) method. It is 

intended to support the python programming testing courses in educational effects. In code writing problem, the 

source code and the test code can be tested automatically by using the open source software unit test. Then, the 

coverage is used to test the student’s coverage correct rate and missing statement. For evaluation, 100 test codes 

are analyzed by using PYUNIT and Coverage technique. Then, 11 test codes assign the five learners to analysis 

the correct rate of student’s answer code and calculate the coverage rate and missing statements of student’s 

answer code. In the future, we must ask the students and analysis the student’s coverage rate. Then, we must 

upload the code writing problems in online PYPLAS web server to automatically test the answer codes and to 

reduce the workload of teacher by using PYTEST and coverage.  
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